The thesis of Chan Kim's presentation -in line with the book he coauthored with René e Mauborgne [1] -was that industries rife with competition have become bloodied arenas, or ''red oceans,'' and making a profit competing in them becomes correspondingly very difficult. On the other hand, companies finding niches or markets of unserved demand, typically by developing a new business model, are said to be swimming in a ''blue ocean'' that has no competitors. The ''blue ocean strategy'' (BOS) model is fast becoming part of the strategy lexicon.
Kim took some pains to articulate how BOS is different:
B Companies that have strong brands are swimming in blue oceans.
B BOS means both being differentiated and a low-cost leader [2] .
B BOS depends on value innovation -not competitive advantage -and must try to attract non-customers (markets not currently served).
B BOS achieves substantially better financial results than companies in red oceans.
BOS is not immune from risks, principally of two kinds: formulation risks having to do with searching, planning, scaling up, and devising a new business model, and execution risks having to do with organizing appropriately and knowing how to manage change. Companies have to have the three Ps -a portfolio of products for the Blue Ocean, organizational process, and motivated people.
Like most authors with a new planning idea, Kim claimed that traditional strategic planning has a number of glaring flaws: too much planning and no ''strategy,'' documents filled with numbers but no ''big picture,'' left-not right-brained process, and plans not communicated widely. He also felt that traditional strategic planning was useful only in ''red oceans.'' Most managers consider this view of planning, similar to Henry Mintzberg's when he wrote his diatribe against strategic planning [3] , to now be largely out of date. Another clue is that the competition does not see you. Enterprise Rent-A-Car grew to be the largest car-rental company in the US by targeting people getting their cars serviced or repaired, rather than travelers at airports. It had no offices at airports, but instead had a presence in every local community in the US. Southwest Airlines' monopoly is its unique routes (it is the only choice from certain lesser used airports).
Just because one has a monopoly does not mean pricing like a traditional monopolist. Pricing must be reasonable (or people may choose to do without), yet profits can be maximized without regard to competition.
Monopoly situations arise from the flux of:
B industry dynamics;
B customer dynamics; and B competitor dynamics.
In this new kind of strategic thinking, monopoly is the goal, and strategy is how to achieve it, enlarge it, and sustain it. The definition of monopoly states that it has two components: the monopoly space and the length of time it can be occupied or sustained.
Lele offered two useful tips about finding monopolies. Figuring out your industry's core belief is the secret to finding the opportunity to create a monopoly. For example, in car rentals, two industry core beliefs could be the place to rent a car is at every major airport, and the only time one rents a car is when flying to another city. In the process of establishing its monopoly, Enterprise Rent-A-Car reconsidered those core beliefs. While it was achieving this goal, its competitors refused to believe there was any other way to rent cars. They refused to modify their core belief even while Enterprise gained market share until it became the largest car-rental company in the US. Lele suggested that companies should act like a new market entrant, and not subscribe to the industry's core belief.
Selected presentations
For this conference, organizers issued a call for papers from practitioners, consultants, and academics on the broad topic, ''Strategy in action: lessons from practice.'' From the response, 40 concurrent presentations were selected. These were grouped into five themes:
1. Improving strategic planning.
2. Strategic-planning methods.
3. Specific interest areas.
4. Planning in public organizations.
Focusing on results.

Improving strategic planning
As a way of making their strategic planning more successful, presenter Deborah Brazeal [4] urged companies to encourage innovation principally by getting all their employees to be more creative (either by giving them special training or hiring more creative people) and demanding more creativity from them (she called this ''changing the cultural DNA of the organization''). In his turn, presenter David Fishman [5] suggested that strategy is not dead, but needs to be revitalized, which in turn requires revisiting the fundamentals of strategy development and imbuing it with the right purpose and perspective. Strategy is the responsibility of top management and cannot be delegated; must treat every situation as unique, must get the purpose and perspective right first, understand the dimensions of the problem, and tailor the approach (strategy) to the challenges faced by the organization. Presenters A.O. Lewis and John Loebbaka [6] offered a case study of how Universal Alloy Corporation, a supplier of aluminum to the aerospace industry, coped with a decline in demand, deteriorating competitiveness, and the effects of 9/11 (collectively termed ''strategic decay''). Instead of a three to five year strategic plan with annual updates, UAC switched to a process of real-time issue management, completing three planning cycles within eight months right after 9/11, and created an Office of Strategic Management. Presenter Carl Spetzler [7] offered his list of the deadliest sins of strategy -delusion (crafting strategy without grounding in reality), pride (overconfidence in one's capabilities), indolence (inactivity and lack of follow-through), incognizance (lacking knowledge or awareness), diffidence (timid alternatives and overly risk-averse behaviors), groupthink (uncritical acceptance of prevailing points of view), ''simplism'' (the tendency to concentrate on a single aspect of a problem to the exclusion of all other factors), dissociation (a state of separation or disunion), and operationalism (strategic blindness due to being captive to an operational perspective). Presenter Jim Webb [8] shared his fascination with the powerful revolutionary spirit that has produced leaders that have broken the rules and changed their worldwhat he believes is needed in today's competitive world.
Strategic planning methods
Most presentations in this section dealt with using specific models or tools to enhance strategic outcomes. Charles Feinstein [9] proposed a method for prioritizing projects with respect to timing, subject to budgetary constraints. Depending on the value stream provided by each project, the method could determine which projects should be done immediately and which might be safely deferred. . One such key is to focus the new business on competing in untapped markets rather than cannibalizing the low end of the acquiring company's core market. And while serial disruption is a key to sustainable growth, the key to growing now is through disruptive acquisitions. Finally, David Chaudron[25] used scenario planning in an unconventional and highly interactive way to underscore the value of strategic thinking and stretching that thinking beyond traditional frameworks. The audience played the role of the companyowned entirely by its government and engaged entirely in extracting and selling oil -and through considering four possible scenarios, had to decide what the company should do in the future.
Planning in public organizations
The presentations in this section involved multi-organizational collaboration and planning and deal with very complex issues. 
